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ABSTRACT

Estimation of above ground biomass of forest ecosystems is important in terms of 

determining global carbon flux and the monitoring of ecosystems for disturbance and change. 

Remote sensing techniques offer an attractive method for estimating and monitoring biomass 

over regional and global scales. Airborne lidar in particular has been recognised as a 

promising technique as it allows direct measurement of forest parameters, which can lead to 

estimates of biomass.  However, the ability to accurately measure these parameters using 

discrete return systems can be limited by instrument characteristics and specifications, such as 

scan angle, footprint size and point density, as well as varying forest structural parameters.

Mountain birch is subject to disturbance from a combination of factors such as climate 

change, moth attacks and reindeer grazing. It is uncertain how the ecosystem will respond to 

these in the future, therefore determining an accurate baseline estimate of biomass is 

necessary to allow effective future monitoring. This study developed a method for calculating 

biomass which accounted for 90% of the total biomass in the area using data derived from a 

discrete return lidar dataset. By calculating a height distribution, a published allometric  

relationship was used to determine biomass. Average biomass was calculated to be 2637 kg 

per hectare  and ranged from 0.006 to 18533 kg per hectare based on an average tree density 

of 744 trees per hectare. This initial estimate was investigated for uncertainty by using 

datasets simulated using Monte Carlo Ray Tracing whereby elements of the scanning 

parameters and ground conditions were testing for their impact on accuracy of biomass 

estimation. Point density was shown to cause the highest variations and range of biomass 

estimates, followed by scan angle and footprint size. Uncertainty in ground return location 

owing to understory vegetation and other ground objects also had an overriding impact on 

estimates of biomass. Local variations in tree density and tree height also caused uncertainty 

in the estimate of biomass.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context

Estimation of terrestrial biomass stores is an important task in terms of the determination of 

long-term net carbon flux between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere (Houghton, 

2005). When information on spatial distribution of carbons stores is incomplete or uncertain 

in itself, often owing to poor knowledge of biomass distribution, substantial uncertainty can 

result in estimates of the global carbon budget (Baccini et al, 2004). Therefore, understanding 

the amount of biomass in forests is a key challenge for understanding the global carbon cycle 

(Lefsky et al, 2002). Furthermore, biomass estimation can infer an indication of forest 

disturbance (Chopping et al, 2011).

Northern latitude ecosystems are believed to be particularly vulnerable to climate change due 

to higher predicted warming predicted to occur in these regions (IPCC, 2007). Furthermore, 

due to slow decomposition in low temperatures, these northern ecosystems currently store 

around one third of global soil carbon (Sjorgersten and Wookey, 2009). From a global carbon 

cycle perspective, there is concern that increased temperatures might lead to loss of carbon to 

the atmosphere due to increased activity by decomposers.

For these reasons, estimation and monitoring of biomass over these regions is of particular 

interest in terms of understanding how the impacts of climate change will affect forests and 

global carbon flux. Whilst much work has been conducted to monitor biomass over the tundra 

and boreal forests,  Dahlberg (2001) noted that few studies had attempted to characterise 

biomass over mountain birch forests in Fennoscandia. Tommervik (2009) found that the 

biomass of mountain birch in northern Norway varied between 0.7 and 3kg per m2. Higher 

levels of biomass are generally found in areas which are more nutrient rich and characterised 

by single stemmed trees. Multi-stemmed trees are usually around 4-7m tall with biomass in 

the region of 1-2kg/m2. According to Kullman (2002), however mountain birch has a high 

level of climate sensitivity, lying between tundra to the north and pine forest to the south.  

Recent changes to these areas in Fennoscandia have already been recognised (IPCC, 2007). 

Kullman (2001) noted that a new active phase of tree-limit advance is occurring in mountain 

areas of Sweden, partly  attributed to a series of mild winters and warm summers during the 
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1990's, with a thickening of birch stands in the 'advance belt'. This is significant, as shifts in 

treeline can create strong feedbacks to promote further warming (Sveinbjornsson, 2000).

As well as climate, disturbance to mountain birch can be caused by anthropogenic factors, 

defoliating moth attacks (Prieto-Blanco et al, 2009), freeze thaw and long transported air 

pollution (Tommervik, 2009). Tommervik (2009) explored changes in mountain birch across 

northern Norway over a period from 1957 – 2006 by examining aerial photos and satellite 

images. It was found that birch forests had increased in spatial extent, and the birch biomass 

and growing stock had actually doubled owing to increases in intensity of reindeer grazing 

during the 1980's causing a steep decline in lichens. The removal of this 'lichen barrier' 

allowed mountain birch to expand in extent. A similar influence on mountain birch in Sweden 

was noticed by Kullman (2001).  

It is uncertain how the combination of factors will impact mountain birch. Sjorgersten and 

Wookey (2009) studied the likely impacts of climate change on the mountain birch-tundra 

ecotone. With regards to the Abisko, N. Sweden, a shift in treeline was likely due to warming, 

and would result in a net loss of stored carbon to the atmosphere. The monitoring of mountain 

birch is therefore important. However deriving accurate estimates of biomass over wide areas 

however is problematic when using a traditional forest based inventory approach. Limited 

sampling, time and resources can hinder the ability to accurately estimate biomass over 

regional areas in this way (Baccini et al, 2004). Remote sensing therefore is an attractive 

technology that offers promise in estimation of biomass over regional scales.

1.2 Remote sensing based techniques for estimation of biomass

Biomass estimation remains a challenging task (Lu, 2006). However, with advances in remote 

sensing for the retrieval of forest parameters, this technology is being used increasingly to 

accurately predict above ground biomass (hereafter referred to as biomass). Remote sensing 

has several advantages, it allows repetitive data collection over a range of scales and creates a 

digital format for data which allows fast and repetitive processing (Lu, 2006). Bortolot and 

Wynne (2005) also noted the relatively low cost of many remote sensing data types.

Different sensors can be used to estimate a variety of forest stand attributes in order to derive 

biomass. The use of passive optical and hyperspectral, as well as active systems such as radar 

and lidar have been explored in terms of their potential to estimate biomass. On a regional 
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scale, Chopping et al (2011) demonstrated a technique for retrieval of biomass using NASA's 

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Multi-angle Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MISR) data in order to assess forest degradation. A geometric-optic 

canopy reflectance model was used to estimate mean canopy height and fractional cover in 

order to derive biomass. It was found that there was some correlation of the MODIS red band 

with biomass. MODIS data has also been used in combination with other multisource data, 

such as precipitation data, temperature and elevation datasets in order to estimate biomass in  

California. MODIS NBAR images (corrected for nadir reflectance), and a process of 

exploratory analysis was used to determine relationships between biomass and the remote 

sensing data and the multisource information. Complex relationships were found, for example 

changes in biomass were partly attributable to slope inclination. However poor predictive 

power was achieve using this method (Baccini et al, 2004). In addition to this Heiskanen 

(2006) used NASA's Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer 

(ASTER) imagery to estimate biomass on a regional scale over mountain birch forest in 

Finland. It was found that the red band had a high correlation with biomass and LAI, and 

biomass was effectively retrieved. These methods did provide estimate of biomass over 

regional scales, however their use in forest inventories for example would be limited due to 

the resolution of the data. Furthermore, these relationships are purely empirically based, as the 

optical sensors cannot determine measures of forest structure directly.

The accuracy of several other sensors for the estimation of biomass have been compared and 

tested by Hyyppa et al (2000), in particular SPOT, Landsat TM and aerial photography. It was 

concluded that radar images were probably more suitable to the estimation of forest 

parameters, rather than optical. To this end, radar data in combination with optical and lidar  

has been investigated in terms of its effectiveness for estimating forest parameters and 

biomass. Radar and SAR imagery is seen to be effective because of its ability to estimate 

forest volume, especially at longer wavelengths. Furthermore it is continuously sampled, and 

therefore can estimate structural parameters over a wide area (Sun et al, 2011).

Estimation of biomass from optical and radar sensors has proven to be successful in some 

cases. However, it is widely regarded that the use of lidar in particular will prove to be 

invaluable in the future in terms of biomass estimation (Baccini et al, 2004 & Clark et al,  

2011). Both used alone, and together with other sensors, partly owing to its ability to measure 

forest parameters and structure directly, which can be related with allometric relationships to 
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biomass (Wulder et al, 2008). 

To this end, as a proof of concept for a future NASA spaceborne mission, Deformation, 

Ecosystem Structure and Dynamics of Ice (DESDynI) (http://desdyni.jpl.nasa.gov/), methods 

to combine both radar and lidar were tested by Sun et al (2011). Sparsely sampled full 

waveform lidar data from NASA's Laser Vegetation Imaging Senosr (LVIS) was used in 

conjunction with SAR imagery in order to approximate how the DESDynI mission would 

operate. The continuously sampled radar data effectively estimates biomass, with the full 

waveform lidar data used to calibrate the calculations. 

Lidar, sometimes written as lidar or LiDAR is an acronym for Light Detection and Ranging, 

and relies on time of flight signals to determine range. Lidar sensors are active systems which 

transmit pulses of laser light toward the ground using a scanning mirror (Jensen, 2007). The 

common wavelength for forestry applications is 1064nm, as it allows good penetrative 

capacity through the atmosphere, and good reflectivity from tree material (Wehr and Lohr, 

1999). Lidar beams are collimated, and varying levels of beam divergence will lead to a range 

of footprint sizes. According to Baltavias (1999), for every 100m of flying height, laser 

footprint is 1/10th laser beam divergence (measured in milliradian). Therefore, for flight 

altitude of 750m, and a beam divergence of 1 mrad, footprint size will be 0.75m. The height 

of the instrument (either airborne or spaceborne) therefore determines footprint size to some 

extent, together with beam divergence. Following the same logic, the footprint will increase in 

size slightly at the edges of the swath of a scanning lidar (Jensen, 2007). In terms of forestry 

applications, it is also worth noting that due to the nature of airborne instruments that scan up 

to a certain angle off nadir in either direction perpendicular to the line of flight, the scan angle  

will influence the path of canopy the lidar has to transmit through in order to reach the ground 

(Jensen, 2007). Furthermore, a larger angle will tend of overestimate the mean canopy height 

by oversampling high points which the beam will come into contact with (Disney et al, 2010).

Methodologies for extracting biomass have used both small footprint, discrete return systems, 

and full waveform systems. Discrete return systems are more commonly in use for forest 

inventory applications, as they are widely available on the commercial market with increasing 

affordability. Although each pulse is emitted from the sensor as a single unit, it may return to 

the sensor in multiple parts, known as returns. Discrete return systems generally record 

between 1 and 5 returns per footprint (Wulder et al, 2008). Full waveform systems are a key 
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tool for scientific applications (Leeuwen and Niewenhuis, 2010), with less availability 

commercially.

Processing of raw discrete return lidar data in order to estimate biomass can take several 

paths. In its simplest form often it involves assuming the first return is the canopy height and 

the last represents the ground return. More complex processing can involve subtracting non-

ground hits from a terrain surface represented by a digital elevation model (DEM) in order to 

create a canopy height model (CHM),  a lidar derived 3D surface that contains information on 

vegetation height above the ground surface (Popescu, 2007) (figure 1.1). Bortolot and Wynne 

(2005) demonstrated an algorithm that combined both computer vision  techniques as a way 

to derive canopy height and biomass from small footprint discrete return lidar. A canopy 

height model (CHM) was generated from a lidar dataset, and trees were located based 

searching for crown boundaries. Tree height was then considered to be the greatest height 

within the crown circle identified.  Similarly, Kwak et al (2007) described a method for 

detection of individual trees using a morphological filter to process a CHM. This involved 

determining likely 'peaks' (tops of trees) and 'valleys' (crown edges). However, it was noted 

that using this technique can lead to over segmentation, causing commission errors. The 

technique was perhaps unsurprisingly more suitable for trees that had steep crown shapes 

(such as coniferous trees). However a low point density was seen to be a major limitation of 

this method. Chen et al (2006) also advised that methods such as this owing to potentially 

large commission errors. Therefore in identifying likely peaks and valleys, it is necessary to 

use variable window sizes to search for local maxima. 

Other ways to process lidar data to gain tree height include calculating mean and maximum 

height within a stand, or within smaller sections within a stand, and obtaining key metrics 

along a cumulative distribution (Wulder et al, 2008). Cover estimates can also be derived 

through estimating the gap fraction as the ratio of the total number of returns to the number of 

below-canopy returns, as demonstrated by Solberg et al (2006). When the lidar point density 

is higher than 4 points per m2, Wulder et al (2008) advises that it is then usually possible to 

delineate individual tree crowns using methods such as these.

Zhao et al (2009) noted that the retrieval of biomass from lidar data generally followed a two 

stage process. Firstly, ground reference data is collected, sometimes through destructive 

sampling techniques, in order to determine a reference dataset for biomass. Secondly, forest 
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structural metrics are gathered from lidar data, through converting the point cloud into a CHM 

followed regression analysis is carried out to model biomass over a wider area (Garcia et al, 

2010), by relating forest structural parameters to biomass measured in field plots. This process 

often leads to a stark loss of information (figure 1.2).  In terms of assessing accuracy of these 

regression based methods, Lu (2006) described the use of both the coefficient of 

determination (R2) and the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) in order to determine the 

accuracy between the modelled and plot biomass data. Such methods have been employed for 

forest inventory purposes, but also over global scales. Lefsky et al (2002) used regression 

analysis to determine which canopy metric had the best correlation with biomass over three 

different biomes, by comparing field data with coincident lidar datasets. Such a technique was 

shown to explain 84% of variance in above ground biomass over three distinctly different 

biomes (temperate deciduous, temperate coniferous and boreal coniferous). 
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Figure 1.1 Depiction of a canopy height model derived form lidar data (from Popescu, 2007)



Popescu (2007) demonstrated a way to combine the use of a CHM with regression analysis in 

order to demonstrate the feasibility of extracting biomass with small footprint lidar and 

automated processing methods. Initially, data was processed into a CHM in order to then 

extract forest parameters and use a regression analysis to estimate biomass against field data,.  

Individual trees in the CHM were identified by passing a window of variable sizes over the 

image in order to locate local maxima. Smaller trees required smaller windows and vice versa 

for larger trees. It was noted also that the individual tree approach was favourable to 

estimating biomass over stand level, as it increased biomass estimate accuracy, and offered 

some explanation of uncertainty and error propagation, as errors could be traced to ground 

measurements, allometry and ground sampling for example. This study showed that varying 

techniques slightly depending on the size of tree was important. 

Indeed, the ability of lidar to parameterise smaller trees is likely to be less accurate owing to  

their smaller crown size and proximity of ground returns to canopy returns. Næsset (2011) 

noted the difficulty in determining canopy height over smaller trees, by demonstrating a 

technique for determining canopy height over young forest stands, between 0 and 10m high. 

In terms of forest stand attributes, these forests were shown to be different to mature forests, 

with smaller, less dense trees. However they ware still important in carbon cycling and 

determination of biomass. Using a lidar dataset with a resolution of one point per 0.9 – 1.2m2, 

canopy height was determined by creating a vector TIN (triangulated irregualr network) of the 

last returns. First returns over a certain threshold higher than the TIN were used to estimate 

canopy height. These heights were tested using regression analysis against field plot measured 

heights. Resultant biomass estimates were shown to have an accuracy of 20-30%. The use of a 
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al, 2009).



threshold ensured heights were not output from returns from other objects or lower branches

Lidar intensity data can also be used to aid estimation of biomass as demonstrated by Garcia 

et al (2010) for Mediterranean forest in Spain. It was found that intensity based models 

provided more accurate estimations of biomass compared with using height alone and height 

and intensity combined. Reductions in point cloud intensity appeared not to impact greatly on 

the results obtained.

Variations in accuracy of biomass estimation based on lidar data processing can be 

attributable to a number of factors. Firstly, in terms of the sensor itself, range accuracy, 

positional accuracy, altitude accuracy and time offsets can all impact on the accuracy of a  

lidar return (Baltsavias, 1999). In term of estimating biomass form structural measurements, 

errors can be introduced through allometry (Lu, 2006), application of data processing 

techniques (Lu, 2006), topography of the under lying landscape (Leeuwen and Niewenhuis 

2010; Lu, 2006), errors in measurements of plot data and mis-registration and accuracy of the 

lidar data with the measured plot data, which is  sometimes ignored (Dubayah and Drake, 

2000). Furthermore, Lu (2006) noted other issues which can limit the use of remote sensing 

based techniques, such as the trade off between accuracy and cost of data, and the 

unsuitability of high resolution data for regional and global scales of estimation, which means 

these estimates might be lower in accuracy. Bortolot and Wynne (2005) argue that without a 

very high point density, there are no assurances that the top of the canopy will be 'hit' by a 

laser pulse. Indeed, Hancock et al (2008) note that point density is more important than 

footprint size in terms of determining forest variables. This is partly owing to small footprint 

beams oversampling the crown shoulders and missing the very tops of the trees (Dubayah and 

Drake, 2000). Furthermore, the laser pulse might penetrate into the tree canopy prior to being 

reflected or recorded as a return, leading to an height underestimation if using range to 

directly infer height. At the same time, it is also generally uncertain whether a laser pulse has 

hit the ground, this could be owing to a dense undergrowth, or a wide point spacing which 

'misses' the ground, particularly in areas of high tree density. 

Underestimation in height can also be caused by the way in which a particular instrument 

records the series of discrete returns. This is dependant upon the triggering mechanism used. 

Disney et al (2010) showed that choice of triggering mechanism can cause underestimate in 

height of mountain birch by 4%. These trigger mechanisms are often not disclosed by lidar 
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manufacturers, leading to uncertainty in height estimation. As the return depends upon the 

amount of energy returned to the sensor, canopy shape can also influence this underestimation 

(Nelson, 1997). Næsset and Nelson (2007) found a systematic underestimation of canopy 

height of between 0.4 and 1.01m when measuring boreal forest tree lines using lidar. It is 

likely these would have been caused by instrument trigger mechanism, or other instrument 

bias. These limitations and accuracy considerations of lidar instruments will impact on the 

quality of a lidar dataset, and will ultimately impact on the uncertainty of any estimate of  

biomass with which the lidar data has inferred, through methodologies such as those 

presented above. 

Remote sensing based methods of predicting biomass have included the use of optical, radar 

and lidar sensors. Methods used to predict biomass using lidar data have generally employed 

regression methods to relate certain forest structural parameters to biomass in order to 

determine biomass over a wider area. In order to achieve this, raw lidar data is processed in a 

number of different ways in order to determine these parameters. Uncertainty in these 

estimates can arise from a number of sources, however little work has been done to explore 

how errors from scan characterisitcs such as footprint size, scan angle and point density can 

impact on estimates of biomass.  Disney et al (2010) examined some of these survey 

characteristics in terms of their impact on ability to gain structural information of trees from 

lidar using simulated lidar datasets derived form Monte Carlo Ray Tracing. The study showed 

that these can have influences on the ability of lidar to derive height and other structural 

parameters. 

Lidar is a good tool for deriving estimates of biomass owing to its ability to directly measure 

forest parameters. It is possible that in the future an increase in the use of full waveform lidar 

systems will become more feasible, however in the meantime, with the commercial 

availability of small footprint discrete return systems, investigations into how to improve 

estimates of biomass using these systems is required in order to better understand the 

information content of lidar signals and to improve on estimates, which is particularly 

important when deriving baseline estimations.
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1.3 Aim and objectives

The research aim of this dissertation was to provide an accurate baseline estimate of biomass 

over the mountain birch forests around Abisko, N. Sweden.

The study was conducted in two phases, leading to the setting of two objectives. The first 

objective was to develop a method for determining biomass over the region using a discrete 

return lidar dataset and published allometric relationships linking forest structural parameters  

to biomass for these particular forests, and produce a map of biomass distribution in order to 

provide a baseline estimate. The second objective was to investigate potential accuracy issues 

in the estimates of biomass that might have been caused by the nature of the discrete return 

lidar dataset and the method used, by modelling the lidar data in a controlled manner and 

testing the impacts of scan parameters and forest structure variation.

This report outlines how the aim and objectives were met by firstly outlining the methodology 

which was developed to determine biomass from the raw lidar data, and how various lidar 

scan characteristics were tested in terms of their influence on accuracy of the estimate. The 

results are be presented, followed by a discussion highlighting some of the successes and 

issues which were faced and how this impacted on whether the objectives were met 

successfully. The report concludes highlighting the main findings and provide some 

recommendations on future work, in order to improve and build on the outcomes of this 

particular study, but also how the techniques used could be employed in other areas and 

situations beyond the realms of this study.
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Chapter 2

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

In order to meet the aim of the project and achieve both objectives, both an airborne lidar 

dataset and a set of simulated lidar data were utilised. This chapter outlines the nature of this  

data, and the design of the simulated lidar datasets, which were created for the purposes of the 

study. It also describes the methology that was developed to determine tree height and DBH 

measurements in order to estimate biomass using allometric relationships developed by 

Dahlberg et al (2004) using the airborne lidar dataset and the simulated data.

2.2 Study area

The study has focussed on a region of mountain birch forest in Abisko Sweden, a field site of 

the ABACUS (Arctic Biosphere Atmosphere Coupling at Multiple Scales) project 

(ABACUS, 2007). The region (68o21'N,18o49'E) is 200km north of the Arctic Circle and 

approximately 385m above sea level. Figure 2.1 of a section of a high resolution aerial photo 

(25cm resolution) shows the nature of the forest.

2.3 Pre-exisiting lidar and field data 

2.3.1. Discrete return lidar dataset 

A discrete return airborne lidar dataset, obtained in 2005 using the Natural Environment 

Research Councils (NERC) OPTECH ALTM-3033 airborne lidar system was used as the 

basis to determine canopy height. The data covered an area of approximately 130km2 and 

consisted of around 56 million sets of first and last returns. The resolution was between 1.3 to 

1.56 points per m2. The scan half angle was 19.8o and data was recorded in 9 strips. The mean 

flight altitude was 767m and ranged between 1406m and 426m. The scanner has an 

advertised beam divergence of 0.2–1.0mrads, meaning the footprint size could have varied 

between ~10cm and 30cm to between ~0.47cm and 147cm throughout the scan depending on 

the beam divergence chosen. The x, y, z data was georeferenced to UTM zone 34N (appendix 

A).
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2.3.2. Measured field plot data 

Trees within a total of eight rectangular field plots (ABI1 – 8) of approximately 30m x 30m 

were measured for height, diameter at breast height (DBH), crown diameter and stem density. 

Table 2.1 shows a summary of height and DBH statistics of the measured trees in each plot. 

These two structural parameters were of most interest for the purposes of this study, as they 

were required to calculate biomass.
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Figure 2.1. Aerial photo of mountain birch forest. Resolution: 25cm per pixel



Height (dm) DBH (mm)

Plot Min Max Mean Sd Min Max Mean Sd No. of trees

ABI 1 15.21 69.99 41.62 12.64 4.33 38.9 18.43 9.45 43

ABI 2 20.71 97.29 45.59 13.96 5 50.5 20.14 10.21 59

ABI 3 5 79.18 41.01 13.69 9.5 146 37.62 20.69 200

ABI 4 17 73.58 35.3 12.11 0.5 145.75 22.57 15.63 108

ABI 5 11.5 27.5 20.88 4.58 6 64.15 23.53 12.81 19

ABI 6 17.4 78 37.51 14.01 3 80.5 15.25 10.63 85

ABI 7 19 81 51.42 14.68 10.35 113.22 45.23 21.71 98

ABI 8 15.08 55.68 32.09 9.01 6 58.6 17.29 8.2 85

2.4 Simulated lidar datasets

A range of simulated discrete return lidar datasets were created using Monte Carlo Ray 

Tracing (MCRT), in order to examine the effects of scan characteristics on biomass estimation 

and therefore achieve the second objective of the study.  The simulation system allows 

knowledge of true parameters of the virtual forest, therefore validation can be achieved 

effectively (Hancock et al, 2008b). Characteristics of the lidar instrument could be altered in 

order to examine how this impacts on the measurement of canopy height, and biomass, to try 

and obtain some estimate of uncertainty in the biomass estimates. A variety of scenes using 

modelled birch trees were created in order to create these datasets.  Table 2.2 outlines the 

birch trees that were available for use in the model scene creation.

Tree ID Height (m) DBH (mm) Tree ID Height (m) DBH (mm)

birch1 5.36 36.25 birchtall1 8.62 64.93

birch2 2.74 32.33 birchtall2 7.41 63.14

birch3 3.98 36.39 smallbirch1 2.22 37.31

birch4 6.73 32.64 smallbirch2 2.01 9.93

birch5 5.55 38.76 smallbirch3 2.41 20.87

birch6 4.99 39.3 smallbirch4 2.17 20.17

birch7 2.69 23.54 smallbirch5 2.49 19.87
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Table 2.1. Summary statistics for the each of the eight measured field plots

Table 2.2. Height and DBH of the model birch trees used in Monte Carlo ray tracing simulations



2.4.1. Monte Carlo Ray Tracing

MCRT methods were used to create the simulated lidar datasets. Ray tracing is based on 

sampling photon trajectories , and is the only really appropriate method for modelling where 

path length is required, for example with lidar (Disney et al, 2000). The Monte Carlo aspects 

refers to the sampling method, whereby an increase in the number of samples will lead to 

convergence on a solution, as each single ray will only sample one of the infinite possible 

photon trajectories. This study used the librat model, a development of the ararat/drat Monte 

Carlo ray tracer developed by Lewis (1999).

2.4.2. Design of simulated datasets 

Flight parameters

As noted above, the airborne lidar dataset was recorded from a variable altitude of between 

426m and 1406m representing a variation in altitude of nearly 1000m. This variation would 

have caused parameters such as footprint size and point density to change throughout the 

whole area of the scan, of 130km2. Scan angle also varied up to 19.8o off nadir, which may 

have also contributed to variations in footprint size. In order to understand the impacts these 

variations might have on the accuracy in biomass estimates, a range of simulated datasets 

were created using eight model birch scenes of 30m x 30m which were created  based on tree 

density and height distribution observed in the measured field plots. A total of seven datasets 

were created, a control case and two datasets to test each of footprint size, scan angle and 

point density in isolation. Table 2.3 provides details on how these parameters were set in each 

case. All were recorded from an altitude of 1000m, which is approximately in the middle of 

the range of heights the airborne lidar instrument flew at. The output of the MCRT 

simulations were essentially full waveform lidar signals. Therefore, in order to create the first  

return datasets, the height for each point was recorded at the first 10% of the signal return 

(appendix B). 
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Footprint size 
(cm)

Point density 
(points per m2)

Scan angle (degrees 
off nadir)

Control 20 1 nadir

Footprint size experiments

1 50 1 nadir

2 100 1 nadir

Point density experiments

1 20 0.5 nadir

2 20 2 nadir

Scan angle experiments

1 20 1 10

2 20 1 20

Ground characteristics

In order to test the impact of ground and forest characteristics on the accuracy of biomass 

estimates, further datasets were created to simulated uncertainty in ground return height, and 

the impacts of local variations in tree density and tree height. For these datasets, scan 

parameters were set up to match the control case.

Uncertainty in the location of the ground owing to understory vegetation and other ground 

objects was simulated by adding random noise to the ground returns to the above datasets 

used to test scan parameters. As the ground returns were all at the same level, this was easily 

achievable by adding height to these ground returns based on a random half Gaussian 

distribution (appendix C). The sigma values chosen were 0.25m, 0.5m, 1m and 2m.

In addition to this, the influence of local tree height was tested. Two more scenes were 

created, the first with trees between the height of 4m and 6.7m, and the second with heights of 

7.4m and 10.2m. 

The influence of topography was considered in terms of simulating the impact that this might 

have on a lidar dataset. However, as the canopy height algorithm used a relatively small 

distance threshold on the basis that within the search area, topography could be considered 
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Table 2.3. Details of scan parameters set to create simulated lidar datasets to test effects of footprint size, point 
density and scan angle on estimation of biomass



negligible.

2.5 Estimating biomass

Central to the estimation of biomass and to meet the aim of the study, was the ability to 

accurately estimate canopy height from the discrete return airborne lidar dataset. This was 

achieved through the development of a simple algorithm to classify potential canopy and 

ground returns. The effectiveness of this algorithm was validated using the measured field 

plot data. It was also used to estimate biomass over the simulated datasets in order to 

investigate further some of the uncertainties which can occur in the estimate of biomass 

derived for the whole study area using the developed algorithm.

2.4.1 Deriving tree height from the lidar data

Tree height algorithm

In order to derive canopy height from the discrete return lidar dataset, an algorithm (hereafter 

referred to as the 'tree height algorithm') was developed and written in Python in order to 

search for potential high and low points within the lidar dataset. Only the first returns were 

used as the input, as the last returns did not offer adequate information in terms of different 

between canopy and ground returns. Using only first returns also cut down on processing 

time. The input was therefore simply an x, y, z dataset. 

Taking each individual point in turn, all points within a certain search radius were selected 

that surrounded the individual point. The height values (z values) of these points were tested 

against the height of the individual point. If the individual points z value was greater than the 

lowest of the surrounding points, and further apart than a given height threshold, the point 

was classified as a 'high point'. Following the same logic, 'low points' were also classified. 

High points could be considered potential canopy returns, and low points potential ground 

returns. Outputs of the algorithm were as follows:

– High points: an 'x, y, z' list of all coordinates where the z value was classified as a 

possible top of canopy return.

– Low points: an 'x, y, z' list of all coordinates where the z value was classified as a 

possible ground return.

– Height map: an 'x, y, height' list of the high points with the relative height of that 

point. Essentially, this allows the canopy height to be determined at any point to the 
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exclusion of topography.

– Height difference: A list off height differences found when identifying either a high or 

a low point.

The algorithm is explained diagrammatically in figure 2.2. Code for the version of the script 

that was implemented over the eight field plots is presented in appendix D. 

The height threshold was necessary, as it was used to isolate height differences which were 

owing to the difference between a ground and a top of canopy return, and to avoid height 

differences caused by returns from different parts of the tree crown or from hummocks and 

rocks on the ground which could cause commission errors (Naesset and Nelson, 2007). The 

likelihood of such small footprint lidar to detect smaller trees is limited anyway due to the fact  

that a footprint is less likely to strike a smaller tree (Naesset and Nelson, 2007; Naesset, 

2011). 

Given that the algorithm only searched a small area surrounding each point, the influence of 

topography could be considered negligible. Furthermore, it was flexible in the way in which it 

allowed the height threshold and search radius to be altered and experimented with. 

Disadvantages in the implementation of the algorithm included the way in which processing 

time scaled exponentially given larger data inputs. This was owing to the way it tested the 

height values of the surrounding points compared with the individual point in question. 

Furthermore, the need to apply a height threshold also meant that any points representing top 

of canopy returns which were lower than the threshold value were not able to be classified.

Several key considerations were built into the algorithm. Namely, it might have been possible 

that several of the surrounding points were separated in height difference by the given 

threshold. Therefore, the point with the largest difference in height was selected to give the 

height difference. A limitation of this algorithm was that not all ground returns can be found, 

as they are only classified when they are within the search radius of a canopy return. 

Therefore, it is not possible to output all ground returns. However, this was not deemed to be 

a big problem, as the purpose of the algorithm was to assess canopy height.
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Predicting heights based on algorithm outputs

As well as using the outputs of the algorithm to describe the height distribution of an area of 

mountain birch forest, individual tree heights could also be calculated based on this 

distribution, if the number of trees in the area was known. This was achieved by binning the 

height distribution, and using it to determine the percentage number of trees that would fall  

within each bin (appendix E). When this was determined, output predicted tree heights were 

calculated by randomly choosing a height within the bin range.
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Figure 2.2. Flow diagram of the tree height algorithm developed to classify high and low points within a raw 
point cloud, and return a height map.



2.4.2 Validating and calibrating the tree height algorithm 

The tree height algorithm was validated to determine its suitability to accurately predict tree  

height. The was achieved by extracting the airborne lidar data coincident with the measured 

field plots and running the algorithm over these areas in turn. The height difference outputs 

from each of the eight plots was combined into a single dataset and used to produce a height 

distribution using 20, 40 and 60 bins. As the number of trees was known in the measured field 

plots (table 2.5), it was possible to make predictions of tree height using the method described 

above, from these distributions. This method was tested using a range of height threshold and 

search radius values (table 2.4).

In each case, regression analysis was used to compare the relationship between measured and 

predicted heights for all combinations of thresholds and bin levels trialled. Not only did this 

allow determination of the most appropriate threshold values to use, but also served as a way 

to calibrate the relationship between measured and predicted values, to account for any bias 

the tree finding algorithm outputs gave in terms of tree height. Results are presented in section 

3.1.2.

Experiment Search radius (m) Height threshold (m)

A 1 2

B 2 2

C 1 2.5

D 2 2.5

E 1 3

F 2 3

Number of trees

Total 697

Above 2m in height 661

Above 2.5m in height 579

Above 3m in height 498
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Table 2.5. number of measured trees within certain threshold as used in the tree height algorithm

Table 2.4 Thresholds used in each test run of the tree height algorithm



2.4.3 Calculation of biomass using the airborne lidar data 

Using the allometric relationship developed by Dahlberg et al (2004), using height (H) and 

total basal area (TBA) as explanatory variables, (equation 2.1), biomass (DWT, dry weight of 

trees) was calculated on a individual tree basis within the eight measured plots. DBH for each 

tree was used to calculate TBA. 

ln (DWT )=a+(bTBA∗ln (TBA))+(bH∗ln (H ))+ln (error)

Where a is -7.4398, bTBA is 0.6423 and bH is 1.1916.

In order to determine biomass over the study area, it was first necessary to determine a 

relationship between height and DBH. Results for this are presented in section 3.2.1. Biomass 

was also calculated over the measured field plots using both the measured height and DBH, 

and the predicted heights and DBH derived from this relationship, in order to determine 

average levels of biomass over the area, percentage biomass at certain height thresholds and 

to determine how effective the height to DBH relationship was, results of which are presented 

in section 3.2.2.

Study area: biomass maps

The tree height algorithm was run over all 56 million first return points of the airborne lidar 

dataset, using a height threshold of 3m and a search radius of 2m. The height map output 

providing relative heights of classified high points was used to produce a biomass map. The 

height map point dataset was converted into a raster dataset aggregated to 30m x 30m pixels, 

each representing the mean height within that area.  Using the relationship between predicted 

heights and measured heights derived from regression analysis, the height values were 

corrected to actual canopy height at that location. A DBH raster was produced based on the 

calibrated relationship between height and DBH described above, which was the converted to 

TBA. Tree density was assumed to be uniform across the whole area, as it was not possible to 

derive tree density directly from the lidar data. According to Wulder et al (2008), a point 

density of 4 or 5 per m2 would be required to achieve this. Other ways to estimate cover were 

considered, such as that demonstrated by Solberg et al (2004), which involved estimating gap 

fraction using lidar data, based on the number of canopy returns to the number of ground 

returns. However, the nature of the outputs, that only identifies a low point that is within the 

distance threshold of the high point is a limitation of the canopy height algorithm. As low 
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points (ground returns) could not be identified unless they were within the distance threshold 

to a high point. Furthermore, there was no relationship between number of high points and 

number of trees in the measured field plots. Therefore, 3 tree density values were used to 

determine the influence this had on resulting biomass values, the minimum, maximum and 

mean tree densities observed over the measured field plots. The map based on average tree 

density is presented in section 3.2.3.

In order for the tree height algorithm to process all the 56 million lidar points in a short time 

frame, it was necessary to split up the dataset in the following manner. Firstly all points were 

separated into eight strips, which were further subdivided into strips 25m in the x direction. 

Each of these strips were split in the y direction in order that each rectangular section of data 

contained around 10,000 points, and no less than 1000. There was a 1m overlap between each 

section in the x and y direction. The tree height algorithm then looped over all these files in  

turn, outputting to single files sets. This allowed the data to be processed quickly and 

efficiently, as the algorithm only had to search through a maximum of 10,000 point to test z 

values against each other.

2.4.4 Investigation into uncertainty in biomass estimates using simulated lidar  

datasets 

Biomass was initially calculated for all modelled scenes based on real tree height and DBH in 

order to compare results of predictions. Following this, using the same method for estimating 

tree height described for the airborne lidar data, ie. using the tree height algorithm and the tree 

height prediction method, and the height to DBH relationship. Biomass was therefore output 

for each of the experiments described in section 2.4.2. Results are presented in section 3.3.
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Chapter 3

RESULTS

3.1 Validation of the tree height algorithm

The tree height algorithm was key to the successful estimation of biomass across the study 

area, therefore validation was necessary, and an investigation into its effectiveness using 

different thresholds was conducted using lidar data and tree measurements from the field 

plots.  

3.1.1. Height distributions derived over the measured field plots

Figures 3.1 to 3.3 show the normalised height distributions derived from running the tree 

height algorithm using the lidar points coincident with the measured field plots, combined 

into a single dataset. The output used was the height difference, which records the height 

difference wherever a high point or a low point is classified. Each case uses a different 

combination of height threshold and search radius in order to compare the impacts these have 

on the resultant height distribution. In all height thresholds tested (2m, 2.5m and 3m) a search 

radius of 2m has represented the taller height differences better than with a search radius of 

1m. It is hard to compare the lower end of the height differences, as they represent different 

height ranges. All F- Test scores comparing variance between the output distributions and the 

measured height distributions were shown to be statistically similar to 99% confidence level.
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Figure 3.1. Histogram of normalised height distributions derived from using the tree height algorithm to extract 
canopy height from the lidar data covering the measured field plots, using a height threshold of 2m.  A 1m and a 

2m search radius are compared.
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Figure 3.2. Histogram of normalised height distributions derived from using the tree height algorithm to extract 
canopy height from the lidar data covering the measured field plots, using a height threshold of 2.5m.  A 1m and 

a 2m search radius are compared.
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Figure 3.3. Histogram of normalised height distributions derived from using the tree height algorithm to extract 
canopy height from the lidar data covering the measured field plots, using a height threshold of 3m.  A 1m and a 

2m search radius are compared.



3.1.2. Predicted heights compared with measured heights

Using height distributions binned at different levels (20, 40 and 60 bins), predictions of 

individual tree height were possible. Table 3.1 presents some summary statistics on each of 

the combinations of search radius, height threshold and bin number, and the resultant tree 

height statistics. The measured statistics are also presented for comparison. All predicted 

heights are underestimating the heights of trees by varying degrees. Binning the height 

distributions at a higher level appears to increase this underestimation in height in each case,  

as does using a search radius of 1m rather than 2m.

Regression analysis was carried out to further investigate the relationship between measured 

and predicted tree heights over the measured field plots (figures 3.4 to 3.9). It is possible to 

see the slight impacts that the number of bins has on the relationship, as well as the impacts of 

different combinations of search radius and height threshold applied in each case. In all cases, 

it appears the relationship fits most closely in the tree height region of 3m to 5m. At the lower 

end of the height scale, there is some underestimate, which is particularly noticeable in trees 

below 3m (in the case where the 2m height threshold was applied). For taller trees, predicted 

tree heights appear to underestimate at the level of roughly double the height threshold 

applied, however this effect is less noticeable when the wider search radius of 2m is applied. 

The figures presented in table 3.1 evidence these observations. Table 3.2 provides a summary 

of the results of the regression. The lowest RMSE values resulted from using a height 

threshold of 3m, search radius of 2m, with 40 bins providing the overall best results. The 

relationship between measured and predicted heights could then be used to correct height 

estimations derived using the tree height algorithm over the study area. 
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Search radius (m)

Height 
threshold (m)

1 2

20 40 60 20 40 60 measured

2

mean height (m)
underestimate

3.25
-0.85

3.22
-0.88

3.23
-0.87

3.45
-0.65

3.44
-0.66

3.39
-0.61

4.1

max height (m)
underestimate

6.77
-1.96

6.25
-2.48

6.26
-2.47

7.03
-1.7

6.94
-1.79

6.72
-2.01

8.73

2.5

mean height (m)
underestimate

3.81
-0.56

3.79
-0.58

3.75
-0.62

3.65
-0.72

3.53
-0.84

3.55
-0.82

4.37

max height (m)
underestimate

6.58
-2.15

6.32
-2.41

6.2
-2.53

7.07
-1.66

6.94
-1.79

 6.58
-2.15

8.73

3

mean height (m)
underestimate

3.96
-0.68

3.89
-0.75

3.78
-0.86

4.11
-0.53

4.11
-0.53

4.1
-0.54

4.64

max height (m)
underestimate

6.82
-0.91

6.43
-2.3

5.52
-3.21

7.13
-1.6

6.9
-1.83

6.7
-2.03

8.73

20 bins 40 bins 60 bins

Search 
radius

Height 
threshold 

 RMSE m b RMSE m b RMSE m b

1 2 0.16 1.39 -0.4 0.14 1.45 -0.58 0.15 1.45 -0.57

2 2 0.11 1.29 -0.37 0.1 1.31 -0.42 0.15 1.3 -0.31

1 2.5 0.13 1.45 -0.94 0.22 1.49 -0.9 0.13 1.58 -1.26

2 2.5 0.09 1.33 -0.71 0.09 1.35 -0.75 0.14 1.32 -0.59

1 3 0.11 1.48 -1.23 0.1 1.68 -1.88 0.11 1.96 -2.75

2 3 0.08 1.35 -0.93 0.07 1.37 -0.97 0.08 1.37 -0.98
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Table 3.1 Summary statistics for heights derived using the tree height algorithm to extract heights over the lidar 
data covering the measured field plots. Measured data is also presented for comparison 

Table 3.2. Summary results from the regression analysis comparing measured data with predicted heights 
derived from outputs of the tree height algorithm using different combinations of thresholds and bin numbers.
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Figure 3.4. Regression analysis comparing predicted and measured heights of the field plots. Predictions are 
made from height distribution outputs based on using a height threshold of 2m and a search radius of 1m. 20, 40 

and 60 bins are presented for comparison
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Figure 3.5. Regression analysis comparing predicted and measured heights of the field plots. Predictions are 
made from height distribution outputs based on using a height threshold of 2m and a search radius of 2m. 20, 40 

and 60 bins are presented for comparison
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Figure 3.6. Regression analysis comparing predicted and measured heights of the field plots. Predictions are 
made from height distribution outputs based on using a height threshold of 2.5m and a search radius of 1m. 20, 

40 and 60 bins are presented for comparison
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Figure 3.7. Regression analysis comparing predicted and measured heights of the field plots. Predictions are 
made from height distribution outputs based on using a height threshold of 2.5m and a search radius of 2m. 20, 

40 and 60 bins are presented for comparison
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Figure 3.8. Regression analysis comparing predicted and measured heights of the field plots. Predictions are 
made from height distribution outputs based on using a height threshold of 3m and a search radius of 1m. 20, 40 

and 60 bins are presented for comparison
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Figure 3.9. Regression analysis comparing predicted and measured heights of the field plots. Predictions are 
made from height distribution outputs based on using a height threshold of 3m and a search radius of 2m. 20, 40 

and 60 bins are presented for comparison



3.2 Estimation of biomass

Using derived tree height predictions, and a relationship between height and DBH, it was 

possible to arrive at an estimate of biomass for the field plots and the study area. The 

estimates over the field plots were used as validation to the estimates made over the study 

area. 

3.2.1. Calibration of relationship between height and DBH

Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between height and DBH observed over the measured 

field plots using all trees. The regression gave an RMSE of 0.0166. Using only trees above 

2m gave RMSE of 0.0167 (figure 3.11), above 2.5m gave 0.0168 (figure 3.12) and above 3m, 

0.162 (figure 3.13).  there is therefore a slight improvement for taller trees if the relationship 

is segmented in this manner. This relationship was used on an individual tree basis to arrive at 

DBH measurements from the heights estimated using the tree height algorithm and to 

determine the percentage of biomass in certain plots and tree heights. 
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Figure 3.10. Regressions relationship between tree height and DBH derived from all trees in the measured field 
plots

Figure 3.11. Regressions relationship between tree height and DBH derived from trees in the measured plot data 
that are above 2m in height
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Figure 3.13. Regressions relationship between tree height and DBH derived from trees in the measured plot data 
that are above 3m in height

Figure 3.12. Regressions relationship between tree height and DBH derived from trees in the measured plot data 
that are above 2.5m in height



3.2.2. Calculation of biomass: measured field plots

Estimation of biomass over the field plots was calculated in two instances, using measured 

tree height and DBH, and predicted tree height and the relationship between height and DBH 

(section 3.2.1). Table 3.3 therefore shows the most accurate estimate of biomass for each of 

the measured plots, further illustrated in figure 3.12. There was quite a large variation in 

biomass observed over the eight different plots. Using this data, it was also possible to 

determine the percentage of total biomass in the area accounted for within different tree 

height ranges. Figure 3.15 shows that over 90.5% of biomass was present in trees above 3m in 

height, 95.9% in trees above 2.5m in height and 90% in trees above 2m. It was therefore 

decided that using the tree height algorithm with a height threshold of 3m and a search radius 

of 2m (which produced the lowest RMSE) would be satisfactory to use over a wider area, it 

would potentially be able to account for 90% of the biomass in the mountain birch forest. 

Using the tree height algorithm with these thresholds, predicted tree heights over the plots 

were used to calculate biomass (table 3.4). DBH was acquired using the height to DBH 

relationship derived from the field plots. Using this method, biomass was predicted to be 3547 

kg per hectare, compared to the more accurate estimate of 3613kg per hectare derived using 

measured data. This shows a slight underestimate of biomass.

Plot Total (kg) % of total Mean biomass 
per tree (kg)

Area (m2) Biomass (kg 
per hectare)

ABI 1 94.81 3.3 2.2 1427.25 664.25

ABI 2 167.71 5.8 2.84 980.39 1710.63

ABI 3 989.03 34.21 5.02 1182.3 8365.31

ABI 4 221.89 7.67 3.41 1132.79 1958.77

ABI 5 20.77 0.72 1.09 1002.81 207.12

ABI 6 328.85 11.38 3.87 1141.75 2880.2

ABI 7 798.77 27.32 8.06 1182.15 6680.78

ABI 8 277.96 9.62 3.27 897 3098.8

All plots 2890.79 100 4.55 7943.72 3612.94
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Table 3.3. Summary statistics of biomass in each of the measured plots and in all plots
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Figure 3.14. Biomass in each of the measured field plots

Figure 3.15. Percentage of total biomass across all field plots above 3m, 2.5m and 2m high trees



Search radius 
(m)

Height 
threshold (m)

Calculated biomass 
(kg per hectare)

% of total Total (kg per hectare)

1 2 3011.2 90.55 3325.46

2 2 3089.42 90.55 3411.84

1 2.5 3201.61 95.85 3340.23

2 2.5 3283.18 95.85 3425.33

1 3 3247.29 98.86 3284.74

2 3 3280.19 98.86 3318.01

3.2.3 Calculation of biomass: study area

Biomass distribution across the study area is presented in figure 3.16. This used an average 

tree density of 62 per 30m plot. Unfortunately therefore this does not account for the 

variation in tree density observed over the area, as it was not possible to gain this information 

from the lidar data directly. Table 3.5 shows the impact of changing the number of trees per 

pixel in biomass estimation across the whole area. The mean values range from 820 to 8631 

kg per hectare. Unfortunately this variation is not represented in the biomass distribution map. 

Furthermore, there are a lot of areas which contain no data. This is because no trees above 3m 

were classified in these regions. However, the areas with data account for 90% of biomass 

over the region.

Biomass (kg per hectare)

Trees per 30m 
(above 3m)

Max Min Mean Standard 
deviation

1722 (max) 46332.9 0.015 6592.95 4943.49

744 (mean) 18533 0.006 2637.22 1977.39

389 (min) 10462.3 0.003 449.59 1116.27
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Table 3.5. Summary statistics of the biomass map using thresholds of 2m and search radius of 2m, and using 
maximum, minimum and mean tree densities observed from the measured field plots

Table 3.4 Biomass estimate within the field plots combined. Calculated biomass is converted into a more 
accurate measurement using the percentage biomass of biomass present in the trees above 2m, 2.5m and 3m.
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Figure 3.16. Distribution of biomass over the study area calculated with an average tree density of 744 per 
hectare



3.3 Investigation into uncertainty in biomass estimation

The effects of changing scan parameters and ground conditions were explored using a set of 

simulated lidar datasets. Predicted biomass values for the simulated plots were derived using 

the tree height algorithm with a height threshold of 3m and a search radius of 2m.

3.3.1. Effects of variable scanning parameters on biomass estimation

The calculated biomass value in kg per hectare for trees above 3m in the simulated scenes was 

4274.74. Table 3.5 shows the results of biomass estimation over the scenes using different 

simulated datasets, each time varying either scan angle, footprint size or point density. All  

results are lower than the actual biomass value, although it is likely this is owing to the way in 

which the first return was extracted, as the first 10% of signal return. The heights were not 

corrected to account for any underestimation this might have caused. Results are therefore 

compared with the control case in each experiment set. 

Results show that changing footprint size from 20cm to 50cm does have an impact on 

biomass estimation, causing a variance from the control case of over 90 kg per hectare, with 

larger footprints providing an estimate of biomass closer to the actual value. However, a 

footprint size of 100cm gives a similar biomass estimate to the footprint of 50cm. So an 

increase in footprint size does not appear to alter the biomass estimate in a linear fashion.  

Scan angle has a slightly larger impact on variation in estimates of biomass, and accounts for 

variations of up to 272.67 kg per hectare. However, the largest impact on biomass estimation 

can be seen from changing the point density with a range of 402.45 kg per hectare from using 

a point density of 2 points per m2 to 0.5 points per m2. This can account for 13% variation of 

the biomass in estimated from the control case, compared with only 3% based on the footprint 

experiments.

It is also interesting to note that the highest biomass level was estimated using a scan angle of 

20  degrees off nadir closer to the actual biomass level of  4274.74 kg per hectare. The largest 

underestimations in biomass can be seen due to a variation in point density, with a low point 

density causing the largest underestimation. The biggest variations are shown by changing 

point density. Although it is hard to say that this has the biggest effect on biomass accuracy, 

because the changes in point density are not directly comparable with the changes in footprint 

size and scan angle.
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In reality, biomass estimate uncertainties will come from a mix of all of these factors.  

Combining all conditions together, the range of biomass estimates is as high as 445.27 kg per 

hectare. 

Biomass (kg per 
hectare)

Variance from 
control

Footprint size (cm)

control                                  20 3112.87 0

50 3206.71 93.83

100 3203.16 90.29

range (% of control case) 93.83 (3)

Point density (points per m2)

2 3315.57 202.7

control                                    1 3112.87 0

0.5 2913.13 -199.75

range (% of control case) 402.45 (13)

Scan angle (degrees)

control                              nadir 3112.87 0

0 3085.73 -27.14

20 3358.4 245.53

range (% of control case) 272.67 (9)

Summary statistics

mean 3170.69

Standard deviation 150.17

range 445.27

3.3.2. Effects of local variation in ground conditions

Uncertainty in ground location

When averaged across all experiment conditions, the effect of ground noise can be seen 

(figure 3.17). With no ground noise added to the datasets, a biomass value of 3170 kg per 

hectare results. This drops to 2767 kg per hectare for the maximum amount of noise applied, 
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Table 3.5. Summary of mean and standard deviation of estimates of biomass based on each of the simulated lidar 
datasets designed to test effects of footprint size, point density and scan angle



representing a range of 403 kg per hectare. The standard deviation is highest in the case of 

adding a Gaussian noise distribution with a sigma of 0.25m to the ground returns. 

Figures 3.18 and 3.19 illustrates the classified high and low points in the simulated dataset 

with no noise (figure 3.18) and with the maximum amount of ground noise applied (figure 

3.19). It is interesting to see how the noiser ground returns still get classified as ground 

returns.

Separating out the elements of this variation due to ground noise, it is possible to see that the 

degree to which ground noise has an impact also changes due to variations in scan 

characteristic (figure 3.20). The biggest variation from the control case can be seen with 

ground noise of 0.25m and a point density of 0.5 per m2.   
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Figure 3.17. Average biomass from all experiments testing scan characteristics, at different levels of ground 
noise
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Figure 3.18. Visualisation of canopy and ground returns classified using the tree height algorithm, dataset 
contained no added ground noise.

Figure 3.10. Visualisation of canopy and ground returns classified using the tree height algorithm, dataset 
contained maximum level of ground level uncertainty



Tree height variation

Table 3.6 shows the variation in height estimation caused by local variations in height, by 

comparing the two estimates of mean canopy height derived from the simulated datasets over 

the short tree and tall tree scenes, and how this compares with the true mean canopy height in 

each scene. Results show the difference between the mean of the predicted and true tree 

height is higher in the lidar dataset created using the tall tree scene.

Tree density variation 

Density of trees can also effect the local height estimate (table 3.7). The difference between 

the mean of the actual tree heights and the predicted tree heights (derived from the tree height  

algorithm) is greater in the scene with a higher tree density. 
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Figure 3.20. Effects of scan characteristic on biomass when also taking into account effects of added ground 
noise



However, with added ground noise, the difference between true and predicted mean heights 

rises faster in scene with a lower tree density (figure 3.21).

Tree height (m)

Mean Standard deviation

Short real 5.23 1.14

predicted 4.51 1.1

difference 0.71

Tall real 8.75 1.17

predicted 6.9 1.94

difference 1.85

Added noise

High density measured 0 0.25 0.5 1 2

mean height (m) 6.99 6.07 5.99581 5.9283 0 5.59582

difference 0 0.92 0.99 1.06 6.99 1.39

Low density

mean height (m) 6.99 6.66 0 0 6.29667 0

difference 0 0.33 6.99 6.99 0.69 6.99
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Table 3.6. Comparison of predicted and measured tree heights for lidar datasets simulated over short and tall 
trees

Table 3.7. Comparison of predicted and measured tree heights for lidar datasets simulated over scenes of high 
and low density. Effects of adding ground noise to datasets are also presented
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Figure 3.12. Difference between the measured  scene mean tree heights and predicted mean height derived from 
the simulated lidar datasets for both high and low density scenes



Chapter 4

DISCUSSION

4.1 Biomass estimation over the study area

Central to achieving the aim of the study, to provide an accurate baseline estimate of biomass 

over the region, was the ability to accurately extract individual tree heights from a discrete  

return lidar dataset. In order to calculate biomass, DBH for each tree was also required, which 

was achieved through deriving a  relationship between  height and DBH based on the trees in 

the measured field plots. This section discusses the effectiveness of the methods used and how 

this relates to the overall estimate of biomass for the region.

4.1.1. Effectiveness of the tree height algorithm 

The tree height algorithm which was developed and written in Python successfully output 

classified high and low points, representing potential canopy and ground returns as well as a 

canopy height distribution of the area over which it was used. These outputs were able to 

predict individual tree heights with the use of some correction to give resultant height values.  

Investigation into its effectiveness and feasibility over the measured field plots showed a 

height underestimate when comparing measured and predicted heights. It also led to a choice 

of height threshold and search radius to be used for the remainder of the study.

The height underestimates observed in the predicted tree heights are to be expected due to the 

nature of how the discrete return lidar system records the height of first return. As noted 

previously Disney et al (2010), found that underestimates of height in mountain birch were 

around 4%. In addition to this, the point density of the lidar dataset was relatively low, and 

therefore the chance of a point actually striking the very top of a tree is low, particularly for 

larger trees, where the crown diameter is generally larger. Oversampling of the crown 

boundary can therefore result (Wulder et al, 2008), meaning an output height distribution is 

potentially over representing crown boundaries. This would have fed into the tree prediction 

process and caused the underestimates observed. 

Furthermore, height differences might have been impacted by ground shrubs and 

undergrowth, registering ground returns that were some height off the actual ground level. It 
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was not possible to examine the different contribution of these impacts to the measured lidar 

returns, owing to lack of knowledge of undergrowth and the unknown triggering mechanism 

of the system used to collect the original data. The higher underestimate in the maximum 

predicted height in each case, in comparison to the mean height is evidence of a limitation in  

the algorithm. When actual height differences are double the height threshold, returns from 

above the ground might have been wrongly classified as low points or ground returns. As 

[resented in the results of regression analysis, this underestimate related to the height 

threshold used was evidenced. Given these considerations, the regression relationship were 

also used to to calibrate predicted heights output from the tree height algorithm. In terms of 

the search radius, it is feasible to conclude that the larger 2m radii better found true height 

differences where crown diameters were larger. This would explain why the taller trees were 

better represented with this higher radius.

Using a search radius of 2m, a height threshold of 3m and 40 bins allowed the most accurate 

prediction of tree height, with the lowest RMSE. Therefore, these parameters were used 

throughout the rest of the study when estimating biomass over the study area and 

investigating the uncertainties using simulated lidar datasets. It is also worth noting, that 

across all height thresholds, using a search radius of 2m allowed a more accurate estimate of 

tree height, compared with using just 1m. The higher threshold likely allowed the larger 

crown diameters to be included within a single search space, where a canopy return was 

identified. Therefore, more accurate estimates of height were enabled. Even though a height 

threshold of 3m was chosen for the purposes of this study, if it is required to classify tree 

heights below 3m, a height threshold of both 2m and 2.5m could feasibly be used over 

mountain birch forest such as this. 

4.1.2. Estimation of biomass

Biomass in each of the measured field plots did vary greatly and appeared to be partly a 

function of tree density. Plot ABI 3 had the highest tree density of 1692 trees per hectare and 

the highest biomass level ( 8365 kg per hectare). Conversely, plot ABI 5 had the lowest tree 

density and biomass (207 kg per hectare). This is not to be unexpected, but it does show the 

necessity to gain an accurate estimate of tree density at an appropriate resolution in order to 

accurately predict biomass in any given area. Furthermore, as will be discussed below, tree 

density can have an impact on the accuracy of derived biomass estimations using the 

methodology employed in this study. 
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In order to calculate biomass across the whole study area, the relationship between tree height 

and DBH had to be established, which was assumed to approximate a linear relationship. 

However, using this also introduced potential errors in the resultant estimates of biomass. 

There was evidence that this relationship caused underestimations biomass over the field 

plots, when compared with estimate using actual measured DBH measurements. This was 

because the calculation of biomass relies on DBH to be converted to TBA, calculated as a 

circular area measurement, the effect of missing the larger DBH values could potentially have 

a substantial impact on resultant biomass estimation. 

However, these did still result in slight underestimations of biomass, as evidenced when using 

predicted heights, which were corrected using the relationships derived in the previous 

section, and DBH calculated using these different relationships. Although the relationship 

was considered linear, there are several big deviations from the regression line, meaning 

overall DBH measurements might have been lower than actual measurements. However, 

given the DBH could not be estimated directly from the lidar measurements, this had to be 

used. Interestingly, when testing biomass estimations using predicted height (derived from all 

combinations of threshold level) and the height to DBH relationship with the measured field 

plots, the underestimate was greater in the case where the most accurate heights were found 

(height threshold 3m, search radius 2m). This is probably due to discrepancies caused owing 

to the height to DBH relationship as noted above. 

Given results of these investigations, the resultant biomass map showing distribution over the 

study area should be interpreted by taking the following into consideration:

– Biomass calculation relies on an accurate estimate canopy height. The ability for the 

tree height algorithm to accurately predict heights is evidenced as being relatively 

good. All heights were corrected based on the regression relationships, and therefore 

represent the most accurate that can be achieved using these methods

– There might be some underestimation in biomass values due to the use of the height to 

DBH relationship.

– Variation in tree density was not accounted for, which will ultimately lead to large 

inaccuracies of which cannot be tested. 

– The map accounts for 90.6% of biomass in the area, as it only calculates biomass in 
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trees above 3m in height. This means a more reliable estimate was achieved for trees 

containing higher levels of biomass, at the expense of shorter trees.

– The relationship between predicted and measured tree height was weaker for taller 

trees, and therefore potentially large discrepancies could result in the estimate of 

biomass, through under-representation of these taller trees.

4.2 Uncertainty in biomass estimates 

Further uncertainty in biomass estimation were shown to come from variations in scan 

characteristics. Taking each of footprint size point density and scan angle in turn, the effect 

these have on biomass estimation are discussed based on estimations of biomass using the 

simulated datasets. The influence of ground conditions are also discussed, such as uncertainty 

in ground location, and local variation in tree height and density. As the biomass in each case 

was estimated in the same way as in the airborne lidar dataset, the influence of scan 

characteristic on the ability of the tree height algorithm to accurately predict height could be  

inferred. The methodology for deriving tree height was calibrated using the measured field 

plot data However, over the wider study area over which the airborne lidar dataset could be 

influenced in varying degrees by one or a number of these factors. 

4.2.1. Scan characteristics

Even though the methodology employed made it possible to consider each of the following 

variations in turn, it is important to remember that during a lidar scan, all of these factors 

might be combining in various ways to lead to uncertainty in resulting biomass values. 

However in order to determine the magnitude of each in terms of how they impact on biomass 

estimates, it is important to look at each parameter in isolation. 

Footprint size

During a airborne lidar scan, it is normal for the aircraft to alter its relative distance to the 

ground, partly due to topography of the surface being scanned, but also due to fluctuations in 

altitude of the aircraft. Therefore, owing to laser beam divergence the footprint size will vary 

throughout a scan. Footprint size will also alter as a function of scan angle, therefore changing 

across a swath, with a larger footprint at the edges. The airborne lidar dataset used in this 

study, footprint size  might have varied between 0.1m and 1.4m, depending on the beam 

divergence value used, and the flight altitude at any given point.
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Results showed that this can have a large impact on the resulting biomass values. Increasing 

footprint size can lead to a larger underestimation of biomass. However, this relationship is 

not straight forward, as the difference between a footprint of 1m and 50cm is minimal. The 

larger variation seen between the 50cm and 20cm footprint however is more significant in 

terms of this particular study. In addition to this, footprint size will increase at the edges of the 

swath of the scanning lidar instrument, which will mean that the vast change from 20 to 50cm 

footprint size is also an issue where the lidar is flying at its lowest altitudes.

Point density

Changing point density showed the greatest variation in resultant biomass estimation, 

therefore it will have the greatest impact on the ability to accurately predict heights when 

using the tree height algorithm. A greater point density will effectively increase the coverage 

of the canopy that is scanned and therefore increase the chance that the actual top of any 

individual tree is hit by the laser.  This is in agreement with Hancock et al (2008), who noted 

that point density was probably the most significant parameter in order to achieve accurate 

information on forest  metrics. 

4.2.2. Ground conditions

As well as the variable scan characteristics, ground conditions were shown to also impact on 

the ability to determine biomass using the tree height algorithm method. Uncertainty in the 

biomass estimate across the study area therefore might be influenced by misclassified ground 

returns, tree density and local tree height.

Ground location uncertainty

It is not possible to determine the relative contribution of the influence of ground noise across 

the real lidar dataset, as no information on understory vegetation, or ground objects was 

available. However, results are also interesting in terms of generally determining height from 

a lidar dataset derived from any forest location. There will always be some uncertainty 

associated with the actual location of the ground, because of the inevitable occurrence of 

small ground objects and understory vegetation. The tree height algorithm was shown to be 

able to predict individual tree heights relatively successfully, however it does rely on 

differencing classified ground returns from classified canopy returns. Therefore it is perhaps 

unsurprising that higher levels of ground noise  added show lower estimate of biomass.  In 
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terms of relating this to the real lidar dataset and the results of height estimation, it is possible  

that some of the original underestimate of height was due to this ground uncertainty, therefore 

in some respects this will have been accounted for in the way in which the data was corrected 

using the regression functions. However, what is interesting is that the impact of ground noise 

varies with varying scan characteristics which is perhaps where the uncertainty from this is 

most unknown. 

The effect of ground noise on estimates of biomass appears to react differently when also 

taking  into consideration different scan characteristics, which adds to the complex set of 

reasons for how uncertainty can be considered in the estimate of biomass.

Local mean tree height

Results from these simulations highlighted the weakness of the tree finding algorithm to 

accurately classify taller trees, as the underestimation in height was higher for the taller tree  

scene compared to the one created with shorter trees. This reinforces the findings noted 

above, in relation to the weaker relationship observed when comparing measured and 

predicted tree heights over the measured tree plots with the real lidar data at the higher end of  

the height distribution.

Local tree density variation 

A higher tree density led to a greater underestimate in true height. Because trees are 

essentially closer together if the density is higher, the search radius for any given point might 

include returns from other trees, meaning that these points are more likely to be classified as 

ground returns. However, when adding ground noise to the datasets, the difference between 

true and predicted mean heights rises more steeply in the lower density tree case. This is 

probably because the search radius will more likely include this ground noise, rather than 

other trees in the case of the low density scene. Therefore the influence of increasing the noise 

level will be more prevalent.

4.2.3. Summary 

The method for deriving tree height and estimating biomass was successful. However, as it 

was not possible to determine variations in tree density across the study area as an average 

density value was used for the production of the map of biomass distribution. This therefore 

failed to represent local variation in tree density, which evidence from the field plot data  
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showed was potentially quite large. Therefore in terms of meeting the main aim of the study, 

to provide an accurate baseline estimate for the mountain birch forest, this could be 

considered successful in determining an average estimate across the region. However in terms 

of future monitoring of biomass, the lack of spatial variation due to tree density may hinder 

the ability to use the map for comparison purposes. Further work to determine tree density 

would be required to improve on the map of biomass distribution.

The second objective of the study was to further investigate some of the uncertainties in the 

estimate of biomass across the study area using modelled lidar datasets which allowed 

manipulation of scan characteristics in isolation to determine their impact on accuracy using 

the tree height algorithm method. The simulations revealed where the tree height algorithm 

method of determining individual tree heights might not have produced accurate results, 

caused by variations in scanning characteristics and local ground and forest conditions. 

Simulations also revealed some of the potential issues that discrete return lidar systems have 

in general in terms of determining canopy height and biomass – not just over this particular 

mountain birch forest. The impact of height uncertainty due to the way in which an instrument 

scans is a potential issue in any given forest environment, although there may be specific 

issues for specific scanners and tree heights and densities.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

This report set out to provide a baseline estimate of biomass for mountain birch in Abisko, 

Sweden using discrete return airborne lidar. Baseline biomass estimates are important in order 

to allow further monitoring of an ecosystem for disturbance and change, therefore 

determining estimates to a good level of accuracy with uncertainty attached is fundamental.  

Therefore the potential inaccuracies which would could have been introduced in the estimates 

of biomass over the wider area, due to varying scan characteristics were investigated. In this 

way, the two objectives of the study were met successfully. 

The biomass distribution map however was limited in that it did not represent the variation in 

tree density across the region. This could be improved upon by either developing the tree 

height algorithm to explore ways in which it could delineate trees, or by using high resolution 

aerial imagery. This data was available, however it was not possible to determine an accurate 

tree count due to shadowing.

Although by calculating the estimate based on several tree density values potential maximum, 

minimum and average biomass estimates measured in kg per hectare were output, and does 

give some idea of how the distribution varies over the area. In terms of future monitoring, 

these figures can still be useful. Furthermore, although the estimates were derived only for 

trees above 3m, based on results represented, the method used could viably produce a map 

which includes all trees above 2m or 2.5m with a good level of accuracy. Tree density metrics 

can also easily be built into the estimation process if this information is available.

The investigations of accuracy based on the variable scan characteristics gave some idea as to 

the uncertainty that might be associated with the biomass estimates over the whole study area.  

As although the measured and predicted tree heights were calibrated over the eight measured 

field plots, the characteristics of the scan did vary greatly over the whole study area, which 

could lead to uncertainty in height estimates and therefore biomass. Outcomes of this were 

significant in terms of the biomass estimates achieved in this stiudy, but also interesting in 

terms of other studies and forestry applications which use discrete return lidar systems for 
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obtaining forest structural parameters and biomass. In addition to this, the investigations into 

ground conditions in terms of their impacts on height derivation added another dimension to 

understanding where some of the uncertainty in biomass estimation might arise, as they 

highlighted where the tree height methodology developed in this study was limited due to 

uncertainty and variation in forest characteristics. Again, this is interesting in terms of not 

only this study, but other studies which use discrete return systems to estimate forest 

parameters.

Recommendations for further work

Although the study did achieve its objectives, there is much potential to extend and improve 

on results. Firstly, determining the spatial variation of tree density estimates would greatly 

improve on the map of biomass for the region, and provide an improved baseline estimate of 

biomass. Although attempts were made to extract an accurate tree count from a high 

resolution mosaic aerial photo, results were not effective enough to build into the calculations 

of biomass. One way to achieve this might be to extract tree number from the outputs of the 

tree height algorithm. At present, this cannot be achieved, as trees cannot be delineated from 

the canopy return outputs, partly as the data does not have a high enough point density. 

However, by developing the algorithm slightly, it might be possible to obtain a tree area 

density, which could be related to tree number. This could be achieved by determining the 

percentage of canopy returns output in comparison to the number of points within any given 

area. Knowing the point density would allow the area of canopy returns to be established.

It would also be useful to extend the estimate of biomass to a wider area using moderate 

resolution spacebourne imagery, such as from MODIS or Landsat for a slightly higher 

resolution result. This could be achieved by determining tree density from the imagery and 

inferring biomass based on the estimates calibrated over the smaller area with lidar data. If  

this was successful, the relationships could be used to monitor biomass of mountain birch 

over other areas of Fennoscandia, where forest characteristics are similar to the Abisko field 

site. 

It would also be interesting to test if the methodology for deriving biomass in this study 

would be effective over other areas of forest, where discrete return systems are used. 

Furthermore, the method for investigating uncertainty in biomass using simulated lidar 

datasets could also be employed in other studies which aim to estimate  biomass from discrete 
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return lidar systems.
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APPENDIX A – header file for raw lidar data 

/******************************************

LiDAR Data

Header File

*******************************************/

Project_Identification

Project_Number: 05198a

Site_Name: Abisko

Date_Flown: 17-07-2005

Time_of_Survey: 08:50 - 10:10

System_Type: ALTM-3033

System_id: 02D135

Aircraft: ARSF_DONIER

Survey_Crew: NERC/ARSF

Survey_Parameters

Laser_Rep_Rate: 33333 Hz

Scan_Frequency: 22.5

Scan_half_Angle: 19.8

Number_of_Strips: 9

Average_Flying_Height_AMSL(m): 2325

Percent_Overlap: 

GPS_Base_Station1: Abisko

Comments:

Post-Processing

Processing_site: ULM, Cambridge

GPS_Post_Processing

Date_Processed: 15-12-2005

GPS_Processing_Software: Applanix PosPac

GPS_Processing_Software_Version: 4.2

Base_Station_code1: Abisko

PDOP_Range: 1.45 - 2.66

Position_StDev(m)(E,N,Z): 

Coordinate_System: UTM

Spheroid: WGS84

Laser_data_Porcessing 

Date_Processed: 20-12-2005

Laser_Processing_Software: Optech REALM

Laser_Processing_Software_Version: 3.5

Processing_type: Time Sequential

Processing_subtype1: Per Flightline

Processing_subtype2: 

Comments: 
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Output

Output_Specifications

Output_Data_Elements: First Pulse, Last Pulse, Intensity 

Coordinate_System: UTM

UTM_Zone: 34

Spheroid: WGS84

Datum: WGS84

Output_data_field_order: Easting, Northing, Height, Intensity 

Output type: Per Flightline

Output_file_format: ASCII (space delimited)

Output_Data_Statitistics

Min_Height(m): 426.79

Max_Height(m): 1406.34

Mean_Height(m): 767.48

St.Dev_Height(m): 179.78

Number of points: 56049774

Point_Density(m): 1.5

Area_of_Site(sq.km): 131.5797

Output_coordinates:  

Corner1(E,N): 404245,7583142

Corner2(E,N): 421476,7580977

Corner3(E,N): 420416,7573981

Corner4(E,N): 403237,7575036

 

Comments: 

Output file contains both first and last pulse data. 

(first four fields are last pulse, and last four fields contain first 

pulse data).

Easting coordinates are prefixed with the UTM zone numbers.

The data are organised by flightline, filenames are in the format: 

'Str_xxx.all'

('xxx' is the flightline number. The numbering follows the sequential 

order in which the flight strips were processed).
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APPENDIX B – createXYZ

#!/bin/csh -f

# loop over all lidar result*.direct files and creates plot files for 
# each point. Also extracts the first 10% of signal return (for creation 
# of first return dataset. File setup is altered to output an x, y, z
# dataset
# written by Louise Ireland, contributions by Mat Disney

ls *direct > list_of_resultfiles

set files = "`cat < list_of_resultfiles`"

echo $files

@ f = 1

# loop over list of files and make plots and extract first returns
while ( $f <= $#files ) 
    
  set filename = `echo $files[$f] | gawk '{print $1}'` 

  echo $filename

  # one liner to make plot files (from Mat Disney)
  grep -v '#' $filename | gawk 'BEGIN{tot=0;}{r=0;for(i=2;i<=NF;i+
+)refl[NR]+=$i; h[NR]=$1; print h[NR], refl[NR];}' > $filename.plot

  # one liner to work out 10% of the signal (ie. fp) (from Mat Disney)
  grep -v '#' $filename | gawk 'BEGIN{tot=0;}{r=0;for(i=2;i<=NF;i++)r+=$i; 
h[NR]=$1; refl[NR]=r; tot+=r;}END{r=0;for(i=1;i<=NR;i++){r+=refl[i]; 
if(r>0.01*tot){print 1.*h[i]; exit;}}}' > $filename.fp

  set z = "`cat < $filename.fp`"

  echo "$filename" "$z" >> xyz.dat

  @ f++

end

# create the final x,y,z file

cat xyz.dat | sed 
's/results.ABI5.birch.scene.area.30.treeden.40.shrubden.20.obj.vz.0.va.0.sz
.0.sa.0.//g' > temp 

cat temp | sed 's/.direct//g' > temp2 

cat temp2 | sed 's/x.//g' > temp3

# final dataset...
cat temp3 | sed 's/.y./ /g' > ABI1_500_xyz.dat
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APPENDIX C – groundNoise.py

# Add ground noise to ground returns in a simulated dataset
# written by Louise Ireland, July 2011
# script to read in all original files from the outputs of simulations
# and add half gaussian noise to the returns which have hit the ground
# outputs a new file (x, y, z)

import random
import sys
import math

# set the parameters of the gaussian
# remember: sigma is in metres, but need to set it to be double 
# what we want the actual sigma to be, because of the way the 
# heights are recorded
mu = 0
sig = 2

# reads in the list of all files to loop over and do script on
allfiles = [line.rstrip() for line in open("filelist")]

# loops over all the files in the list and....
for file in allfiles:

  # ...creates a new output file
  # noting the noise level used
  outfile = open(str(file) + ".noise." + str(sig), "w")

  currentfile = open(str(file))

  # for each line in the current file, add random gaussian noise
  # to any points that are at 2007.47 (a ground return)
  for item in currentfile:
    x = float(item.split()[0])
    y = float(item.split()[1])
    z = float(item.split()[2])
    print z

    # if its a ground return...
    if z == 2007.47:
      # generates a noise value to minus from the height return
      # and makes it positive
      # then adds takes it away from the ground return
      noise = random.gauss(mu, sig)
      noise2 = noise*noise
      noise = math.sqrt(noise2)
      newz = z - noise

      fileoutput = str(x) + " " + str(y) + " " + str(newz) + "\n"

    # ...otherwise just write out original data
    else:
      fileoutput = str(x) + " " + str(y) + " " + str(z) + "\n"

    outfile.write(fileoutput)

  # close file
  outfile.close()
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APPENDIX D – treeHeight.py

# High and low points filtering
# written by Louise Ireland, June 2011
# Extracts high points (canopy returns) and low points (ground returns)
# Input: unsampled point cloud (x, y, z format)
# Outputs: High points (x, y, z)
# Low points (x, y, z)
# Height map (x, y, z)
# Height differences (z)

# Tests each point with all within a certain distance threshold          # 
surrounding the point if the point is higher or lower than any of the 
# surrounding points by a certain threshold the point is either 
# classified as high or low. Then relative height differences are
# calculated, and all height points are output with the relative height 

# issues: computing time does not scale linearly with increase in 
# size of point cloud

import sys
import os

# SET thresholds and file prefix
# search radius
xydistance_threshold = 2 
# height threshold
zheight_threshold    = 3
section = "hmap_test_ABI8"

minxcoord = None
maxxcoord = None
minycoord = None
maxycoord = None

# READ IN FILE FROM STDIN
file = [x.split() for x in sys.stdin.readlines()]

# READ IN DATA FROM FILE into a dictionary:
# two keys (x, y) and one value (z)
dataall = {}
dataxy = {} 
for item in file:
  x = float(item[0])
  y = float(item[1])
  z = float(item[2])
  # dictionary of all data
  dataall[(x,y)] = z

  # INFO ON MIN/MAX COORDINATES
  # setting the min and max coordinate values
  if x < minxcoord or minxcoord == None:
    minxcoord = x
  if y < minycoord or minycoord == None:
    minycoord = y
  if x > maxxcoord or maxxcoord == None:
    maxxcoord = x
  if y > maxycoord or maxycoord == None:
    maxycoord = y
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# FOR INFO
# print out values for information 
print "min x coordinate: " , minxcoord
print "max x coordinate: " , maxxcoord
print "min y coordinate: " , minycoord
print "max y coordinate: " , maxycoord

# FUNCTION - to match the x and y lists to a dictionary entry
# to output z values
def find_z(dict, xvalues, yvalues):
  zvalues = []
  for x in xvalues:
    index = xvalues.index(x)
    y = yvalues[index]
    z = dict[(x,y)]
    zvalues.append(z)
  return zvalues

# FUNCTION - test whether points are low
# returns a list (hdiff) of the height difference and 'low'
# or 'nil' if is not classified as low.
def low(threshold, zvalues, midheight):
  hdiff = []
 
  for z in zvalues:
    
    if z - threshold >= midheight:
      difflow = z - midheight
      hdiff.append("low")
      hdiff.append(difflow)
      return hdiff

  return "nil" 

# FUNCTION - test whether points are high
# returns a list (hdiff) of the height difference and 'high'
# or 'nil' if is not classified as high.
def high(threshold, zvalues, midheight):
  hdiff = []
 
  for z in zvalues:
    
    if z + threshold <= midheight:
      diffhigh = midheight - z
      hdiff.append("high")
      hdiff.append(diffhigh)
      return hdiff

  return "nil" 

# OUTPUTS: FILES
# set up output directory
if not (os.path.exists("outputs/" + str(xydistance_threshold) + 
str(zheight_threshold))): 
  os.mkdir("outputs/" + str(xydistance_threshold) + str(zheight_threshold))
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# set up file names
filename_high = "outputs/" + str(xydistance_threshold) + 
str(zheight_threshold) + "/" + str(section) + "_high.dat"

filename_low = "outputs/" + str(xydistance_threshold) + 
str(zheight_threshold) + "/" + str(section) + "_low.dat"

filename_height = "outputs/" + str(xydistance_threshold) + 
str(zheight_threshold) + "/" + str(section) + "_height.dat"

filename_heightmap = "outputs/" + str(xydistance_threshold) + 
str(zheight_threshold) + "/" + str(section) + "_heightmap.dat"

# open files for writing
highfile = open(str(filename_high), "w")
lowfile = open(str(filename_low), "w")
hdiff = open(str(filename_height), "w")
hmap = open(str(filename_heightmap), "w")

# Loop over all points 
# tests points and classifies using above functions
# writes results to files
d_threshold = xydistance_threshold
for key, value in dataall.iteritems():
  
  currentx = key[0]
  currenty = key[1]
  currentz = value
  
  # upper and lower x and y values based on search radius
  lowerx = currentx - d_threshold
  upperx = currentx + d_threshold
  lowery = currenty - d_threshold
  uppery = currenty + d_threshold
  
  # loop over all items in the dictionary, and put into two list: 
  # xvalues and yvalues
  yvalues = []
  xvalues = []
  values = [(x, y)  for x, y in dataall.iterkeys() if x <= upperx and x >= 
lowerx and y <= uppery and y >= lowery]
  for v in values:
    xvalues.append(v[0])
    yvalues.append(v[1])
  

  # calls the find_z function to get the z values that are linked to 
  # the x and y values which have been found within the search radius
  # zvalues = find_z(dataall, xvalues, yvalues)
  # sort the z values so that when they are tested (using functions 
  # low and high), the highest/lowest within the group is output as
  # high/low avoids outputting values which fit the test for high/low,
  # but are not the highest/lowest within the group
  zvalues_ascending = sorted(zvalues)
  zvalues_descending = sorted(zvalues, reverse=True)

  # test z values for either high or low and write results to output 
  # files
  result = low(zheight_threshold, zvalues_descending, currentz)
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  if len(result) == 2:
    difference_height = str(result[1]) + "\n"
    hdiff.write(difference_height)

   
    output = str(currentx) + " " + str(currenty) + " " + str(currentz) + 
"\n"
    lowfile.write(output)

  result2 = high(zheight_threshold, zvalues_ascending, currentz) 
    
  if len(result2) == 2:
    difference_height = str(result2[1]) + "\n"
    hdiff.write(difference_height)
       
    output = str(currentx) + " " + str(currenty) + " " + str(currentz) + 
"\n"
    highfile.write(output)
    
    output2 = str(currentx) + " " + str(currenty) + " " + str(result2[1]) + 
"\n"
    hmap.write(output2)

# close files
highfile.close()
lowfile.close()
hdiff.close()
hmap.close()
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# Height finding script
# written by Louise Ireland
# A slight variation on the original script
# it loops over a list of files. 
# So initially need to put all files in the folder into a file list
# call it "filelist"
# then run this, and it will spit out all the files into an output 
# dir called "outputs"

# this one also works slightely differently, it works only on equally 
# spaced, gridded points. So its suitable for resampled lidar data only.
# This was used on the simulated datasets as they had an equal point 
spacing

import sys

# FUNCTION: from http://code.activestate.com/recipes/66472-
# frange-a-range-function-with-float-increments/
# allows range function to operate on float numbers. This is important 
# because it allows the range function to go up in definable increments, 
# necessary for a point spacing of 2m
def frange(start, end=None, inc=None):
  if end == None:
    end = start + 0.0
    start = 0.0
  if inc == None:
    inc = 1.0
  L = []
  while 1:
    next = start + len(L) * inc
    if inc > 0 and next >= end:
      break
    elif inc < 0 and next <= end:
      break
    L.append(next)
  return L

# SET THRESHOLD AND LIMIT FOR FINDING NUMBER OF SURROUNDING POINTS
# double what we actually want!!
thresh = 6
# NB: doesn't seem to work with setting limit of 2
lim = 2

# FUNCTION: prints information from a dictionary to stdout
# to make visualisation of results easier
def render(dict, minx, maxx, miny, maxy):
  for x in frange(minx, maxx+1):
    for y in frange(miny, maxy+1):
      value = str(dict[(x, y)])
      sys.stdout.write("|" + "%4s" % value + " ")       
    sys.stdout.write(" |" + "\n")

# FUNCTION: given a point in a dictionary (x,y), searches
# within a limit around the point and outputs the values
# in this limit area
def find_heights(dict, pointx, pointy, limit):
  values = []
  #for a limit of 1
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  #for x in frange(pointx-limit, pointx+1+limit):
  #  for y in frange(pointy-limit, pointy+1+limit):

  #for a limit of 2
  for x in frange(pointx-1, pointx+limit):
    for y in frange(pointy-1, pointy+limit):

     value = dict[(x, y)]
     if not(value < 0.00001 and value > -0.00001):
       if not(x == pointx and y == pointy):
         values.append(value)
  return values

# FUNCTION: inputs threshold and an (x,y). compares the z value associated 
with
# the (x, y), to the surrounding points - by calling the find_heights 
function
# returns either high, low or nil, depending whether the point is 
high/low...
def high_low(threshold, x, y):
  hdiff = []
  midheight = data[(x, y)]
  if midheight < 0.00001 and midheight > -0.00001:
    return "nil"

  heights = find_heights(data, x, y, lim)
  
  for height in heights:
    # testing to see if the surrounding heights are significantly less 
    # or more than the midpoint height 
  
    if height + threshold <= midheight:
     difflow = (midheight - height)/2
     hdiff.append("low")
     hdiff.append(difflow)
     return hdiff
    
    if height - threshold >= midheight:
      diffhigh = (height - midheight)/2
      hdiff.append("high")
      hdiff.append(diffhigh)
      return hdiff
 
  return "nil"

# READ IN FILE LIST TO LOOP OVER 
filelist = [line.rstrip() for line in open("filelist")]

print filelist

for dataset in filelist:
  currentfile = open(dataset, "r")
  print dataset
  minxcoord = None
  maxxcoord = None
  minycoord = None
  maxycoord = None
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  # READ IN DATA FROM FILE INTO A DICTIONARY:
  #  two keys (x, y) and one value (z)
  data = {} 
  for item in currentfile:
    x = float(item.split()[0])
    y = float(item.split()[1])
    z = float(item.split()[2])
    data[(x,y)] = z

    # setting the min and max coordinate values
    if x < minxcoord or minxcoord == None:
      minxcoord = x
    if y < minycoord or minycoord == None:
      minycoord = y
    if x > maxxcoord or maxxcoord == None:
      maxxcoord = x
    if y > maxycoord or maxycoord == None:
      maxycoord = y

  # print out values for information 
  print "min x coordinate: " , minxcoord
  print "max x coordinate: " , maxxcoord
  print "min y coordinate: " , minycoord
  print "max y coordinate: " , maxycoord

  # OUTPUTS: FILES
  highfile = open("outputs2/" + str(dataset) + "_high_values", "w")
  lowfile = open("outputs2/" + str(dataset) + "_low_values", "w")
  hdiff = open("outputs2/" + str(dataset) + "_height_diff", "w")

  screen = {}

  # result: calls the high_low function. Outputs the results to a file
  for x in frange(minxcoord+1, maxxcoord):
    for y in frange(minycoord+1, maxycoord):
   
      result = high_low(thresh, x, y)
      screen[(x,y)] = result[0]
    
      resultlength = len(result)
      if resultlength == 2:   
        heightdifferences = str(result[1]) + "\n"
        hdiff.write(heightdifferences)

      if result[0] == "high":
        # write to file
        output = str(x) + " " + str(y) + " " + str(data[(x, y)]) + "\n"
        highfile.write(output)     

      if result[0] == "low":
        # write to file
        output = str(x) + " " + str(y) + " " + str(data[(x, y)]) + "\n"
        lowfile.write(output)

  highfile.close()
  lowfile.close()
  hdiff.close()
  
  # visualise results
  render(screen, minxcoord+1, maxxcoord-1, minycoord+1, maxycoord-1)
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APPENDIX E – biomassPrediction.py

# Python script to estimate the biomass in the simulated datasets (and also 
# used in the measured plot data to estimate biomass, in which case,
# correction factors were applied for height of tree based on 
# regression relationships.
# written by Louise Ireland, July, 2011 
# only needs number of trees above the threshold to get the predicted 
# high points
# adaption of the one used in the plots - to make regressions
# this one was used in simulations

import sys
import random
from random import choice
import math

# set output file names
outfilename1 = "40.predictedheights"
outfilename2 = "40.bio"
outfilename3 = "40.totalbiomass"

# number of trees from the scene models/real trees  
realtreecount = 498

# read in the file to process from the stdin – binned data (bin, freq)
# and put into two lists (bin and freq)
file = [x.split() for x in sys.stdin.readlines()]
bin = []
freq = []
for item in file:
  bin.append(float(item[0]))
  freq.append(float(item[1]))

# works out the difference in height between the bins
# used when generating random numbers
int = bin[1] - bin[0]

# works out the total frequency of height returns in the input file
# by adding up the freq list elements
total_freq = 0
for f in freq:
  total_freq = total_freq + f

# creates a new list which is the percentage of returns within each 
# height bin
perc = []
for f in freq:
  percentage = (f/total_freq) * 100
  perc.append(percentage)

# calculates how many trees are there, based on real tree numbers 
# and percentage in each bin
x = realtreecount/100.0
print "x"
print x
freq2 = []
for p in perc:
  frequency2 = p*x+0.5
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  freq2.append(frequency2)

# creates a new list of predicted heights
heights = []
for f2 in freq2:
  i = freq2.index(f2)  
  currentbin = bin[i]
  count = 1

  while count <= f2:
    ran = random.uniform(0, int)
    height = currentbin + ran
    heights.append(height)
    count = count + 1

#####
# correct predicted heights based on regression functions
# used for measured field plots only
# if used, change all following instances of the 'heights' variable to
# 'heights_corrected'
#heights_corrected = []
#for h in heights:
#  h_new = (h*m) + b
#  heights_corrected.append(h_new)
#print heights_corrected
#####

# calculate DBH
dbh = []
for h in heights:
  res = (h*0.0064)+0.0068
  dbh.append(res)

# put predicted and measured heights into a list of tuples
final_data = zip(heights, dbh)

# ... and writes each tuple to a new line in a new file
outfile = open(str(outfilename1), "w")
for p, m in final_data:
  output = str(p) + " " + str(m) + "\n"
  outfile.write(output)

outfile.close()

# constants for Dahlberg equation
a = -7.4398
bTBA = 0.6423
bH = 1.1916

# work out biomass for the plot
biomass_tree = []
total_bio = 0
for set in final_data:
  height_dm = set[0] * 10
  dbh_mm = set[1] * 1000
  radius = dbh_mm/2
  tba = math.pi*radius*radius

  bio = math.exp(a + (bTBA*math.log(tba)) + (bH * math.log(height_dm)))
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  biomass_tree.append(bio)

  total_bio = total_bio + bio

# write individual tree biomass values to a file
outfile2 = open(str(outfilename2), "w")
for biomass_value in biomass_tree:
  output2 = str(biomass_value) + "\n"
  outfile2.write(output2)

outfile2.close()

# write single biomass for whole plot to a file
outfile3 = open(str(outfilename3), "w")
# bio per hectare
hectare = (total_bio/7200) * 10000

output3 = str(total_bio) + " " + str(hectare) + "\n"

outfile3.write(output3)

outfile3.close()

# ...DONE
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APPENDIX F – IDL functions to calculate biomass maps – for use in ENVI 

; function to calculate actual height and output to a new ENVI file
; written by Louise Ireland, August 2011 

function actual_height, infile

; output filename
output = 'hmap_corrected'

; parameters - change for other thresholds
  m = 1.37
  b = -0.97

  nc = n_elements(infile[*, 1])
  print, nc

  nr = n_elements(infile[1, *])
  print, nr

  outputarr = fltarr(nc, nr)

; loop over input array and calculate corrected heights for each pixel
; based on height correction parameters (m and b)
  for thisC=0, nc-1 do begin
    for thisR=0, nr-1 do begin
      currentvalue = infile[thisC, thisR]

      if currentvalue gt 0 then begin
        newvalue = currentvalue * m + b
      endif else begin
         newvalue = currentvalue
      endelse

      outputarr[thisC, thisR] = newvalue
      

    end
  end

; SAVE FILE
; open a file for writing and assign it a lun, with the name output
  openw, lun, output, /get_lun

; set up a header file for the file NIRfile
  ENVI_SETUP_HEAD, fname=output, ns=nc, nl=nr, nb=1, offset=0, 
interleave=0, xstart=0, ystart=0,data_type=4, /write

; write to the open lun
  writeu, lun, outputarr
; close the file and free the lun
  free_lun, lun

; return new heights – can be fed into next function
  return, outputarr
end
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; function to calculate DBH height and output to a new ENVI file
; written by Louise Ireland, August 2011 

function dbh, infile

; output filename
output = 'dbh'

; parameters
  m = 0.0064
  b = 0.0068

  nc = n_elements(infile[*, 1])
  print, nc

  nr = n_elements(infile[1, *])
  print, nr

  outputarr = fltarr(nc, nr)

; loop over input array and calculate dbh for each pixel based on 
; height to DBH parameters
  for thisC=0, nc-1 do begin
    for thisR=0, nr-1 do begin
      currentvalue = infile[thisC, thisR]

      if currentvalue gt 0 then begin
        newvalue = currentvalue * m + b
      endif else begin
         newvalue = currentvalue
      endelse
      
      newvalue_mm = newvalue * 1000
      outputarr[thisC, thisR] = newvalue_mm
 
    end
  end

; SAVE FILE
; open a file for writing and assign it a lun, with the name output
  openw, lun, output, /get_lun

; set up a header file for the file
  ENVI_SETUP_HEAD, fname=output, ns=nc, nl=nr, nb=1, offset=0, 
interleave=0, xstart=0, ystart=0,data_type=4, /write

; write to the open lun
  writeu, lun, outputarr
; close the file and free the lun
  free_lun, lun

; return array of dbh to be def into next function
  return, outputarr
end
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; function to calculate actual height and output to a new ENVI file
; written by Louise Ireland

function tba, infile

; output filename
output = 'tba'

  nc = n_elements(infile[*, 1])
  print, nc

  nr = n_elements(infile[1, *])
  print, nr

  outputarr = fltarr(nc, nr)

; loop over input array and calculate TBA for each pixel 
  for thisC=0, nc-1 do begin
    for thisR=0, nr-1 do begin
      currentvalue = infile[thisC, thisR]

      if currentvalue gt 0 then begin
        radius = currentvalue/2
        newvalue = 3.1416 * radius * radius
      endif else begin
         newvalue = currentvalue
      endelse

      outputarr[thisC, thisR] = newvalue
      

    end
  end

; SAVE FILE
; open a file for writing and assign it a lun, with the name output
  openw, lun, output, /get_lun

; set up a header file for the file
  ENVI_SETUP_HEAD, fname=output, ns=nc, nl=nr, nb=1, offset=0, 
interleave=0, xstart=0, ystart=0,data_type=4, /write

; write to file 
  writeu, lun, outputarr
; close the file and free the lun
  free_lun, lun

; return the output tba values to use in biomass function
  return, outputarr
end
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; calculated biomass using inputs of height and DBH (arrays)
; written by Louise Ireland, August 2011 

; input heights, TBA and tree density (number of trees per pixel size)
function biomass, heightfile, tbafile, trees

; output filename
  output = 'biomass.max.35'

; parameters from Dahlberg et al (2004) – to calculate biomass 
  a = -7.4398
  bTBA = 0.6423
  bH = 1.1916
  
  nc = n_elements(heightfile[*, 1])
  nr = n_elements(heightfile[1, *])

  npix = nc * nr

  outputarr = fltarr(nc, nr)

; set min and max starting values – in order to keep track of min
; and max (see below)
  maxbiomass = 0.
  minbiomass = 1000000. 

  ; total for all biomass - to get mean
  tot = 0.
  count = 0.

; loop over all pixels in height and TBA files to calculate and output
; biomass for each
  for thisC=0, nc-1 do begin
    for thisR=0, nr-1 do begin

      currentheight = heightfile[thisC, thisR]
      currenttba = tbafile[thisC, thisR]

      ; convert from m to dm
      dmheight = currentheight*10

      if currentheight gt 0 then begin
        tmp = EXP(a + (bTBA*ALOG(currenttba)) + (bH * ALOG(dmheight)))

        ; then need to times this by the number of trees, from tree density
        perplot = tmp*trees
        
        ; convert to per hectare
        result = (perplot/900)*10000

        ; set min/max biomass values
        if result gt maxbiomass or maxbiomass eq 0 then begin
          maxbiomass = result
        endif

        if result lt minbiomass or minbiomass eq 1000000 then begin
          minbiomass = result
        endif

        tot = tot + result
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        count = count + 1
     
      endif else begin
         result = 0

      endelse

      outputarr[thisC, thisR] = result
      
    end
  end

  avbio_all = tot/npix
  avbio = tot/count

  print, 'MAX BIOMASS: ', maxbiomass
  print, 'MIN BIOMASS: ', minbiomass
  print, 'AVR BIOMASS (over all pixels): ', avbio_all
  print, 'AVR BIOMASS (over all non zero pixels)', avbio

  biovec = fltarr(count)  
  print, count
  help, biovec

; repeat loop to get min/max/mean biomass values for only the pixels 
; with height information in them, so it does not scew biomass result 
  count2 = 0.

  for thisC=0, nc-1 do begin
    for thisR=0, nr-1 do begin

      currentheight = heightfile[thisC, thisR]
      currenttba = tbafile[thisC, thisR]

      ; convert from m to dm
      dmheight = currentheight*10

      if currentheight gt 0 then begin
        tmp = EXP(a + (bTBA*ALOG(currenttba)) + (bH * ALOG(dmheight)))

        ; then need to times this by the number of trees, from tree density
        perplot = tmp*trees
        
        ; convert to per hectare
        result = (perplot/900)*10000
        biovec[count2] = result
        count2 = count2 + 1

       endif else begin

         result = 0

       endelse

       outputarr[thisC, thisR] = result
      
    end
  end
  print, count2
  standarddev = stddev(biovec)
; print for info 
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  print, 'STANDARD DEV: ', standarddev

; SAVE FILE
; open a file for writing and assign it a lun, with the name output
  openw, lun, output, /get_lun

; set up a header file for the file
  ENVI_SETUP_HEAD, fname=output, ns=nc, nl=nr, nb=1, offset=0, 
interleave=0, xstart=0, ystart=0,data_type=4, /write

; write to the open lun
  writeu, lun, outputarr
; close the file and free the lun
  free_lun, lun

  return, outputarr
end
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